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Base Case Assumptions 
 
ICS and the NYISO are working towards delivering the 2013 IRM Study base case 
assumptions on time to the EC for approval at its July 13, 2012 meeting. 
 
 
2013-2014 Study Model Development 
 
 
Load Shape Model 
l 
 
NYISO did not provide the ICS with a White Paper as scheduled that, coversing a 
review of the 2007 load shape, which represents the typical load shape for the past 13-
year period.  In order to make a recommendation to the EC on changing the load shape 
from 2002, ICS needs to review the NYISO analysis and white paper.  At this time, ICS 
cannot provide the EC with any justification to change the load shape from it current 
2002 shape.  Given that this topic is of interest to the EC, ICS, the NYISO, and other 
interested parties, ICS has decided to review a late white paper from the NYISO and 
provide the EC with an ICS report with final recommendations in time for the July EC 
meeting.  ICS reviewed the timeline and determined that the critical path requires a 
decision by June 12, 2012.  ICS has scheduled a meeting at the NYISO for 2 p.m. on 
June 12 to review a long awaited white paper.  ICS did receive NYISO’s unofficial IRM 
with NYC LCR and LI LCRs using the 2007 load shape. 
  

Preliminary IRM = 13.4%, or a change from the 2002 shape by 2.7% 
 NYC LCR = 81.9% 
 LI LCR = 97.2% 
 
EFORd/APA Model Development 
 
NYISO did not provide the ICS with a White Paper as scheduled, on the review of the 
EFORd/APA model development.  In order to make a recommendation to the EC on 
changing the current transition conversion methodology, ICS needs to review the 
NYISO analysis and White Paper.  Given that this topic is of interest to the EC, ICS, 
NYISO, and others, ICS has decided to accept a late report from the NYISO and 
provide the EC with a report with recommendations in time for the July EC meeting.  
ICS reviewed the timeline and determined that the critical path requires a decision by 
June 12, 2012.  ICS has scheduled a meeting at the NYISO for 2 p.m. on June 12.  The 
unofficial IRM using the new methodology is EFOR/APA IRM = IRM 14.6% (1.5% 
reduction from the 2012 base case IRM), NY LCR = 82.2%, and LI LCR = 98.1%. 



 
 
Zones Position compared to current methodology and market calculated 

EFORds  
(original was considerably higher than market) 

A thru E Higher than both current methodology and market values 
F,G,H,I Between current and market, but closer to market values 
J Between current and market, but closer to market values 
K Below both current and market 

Zones: Position compared to original methodology and 5 years of market results 
 
Transmission Topology 
Topology changes from the 2012 IRM report providreported by Mr. William Lamana 
were. 
Direction  2012 IRM MW   2013 Accepted IRM MW  
A to IESO  1200    1300 
IESO to A  1600    1700 
D to HQ  1200    1000 
Cedars to D    167      190 
D to Vermont    150          0 
B to C   1770/1550/1350   1770/1500/1350 
City and East  5290    5210 
Counter LI Sum  285/260/144   344/260/144 
K to Norwalk  430    428  
PJM East to J (HTP) 0    660   
 
Policy 5 
ICS approved two appendix additions, as well as corresponding language additions in 
the body of the policy directing the reader to the appendix modifications. 
 

Appendix C "Retirement Guidelines" provides direction on how the IRM base 
case will be modified to account for generation that has notified the PSC of its 
intent to retire/mothball/enter protective layup or any situation where a 
generator has been or will be removed from service.  ICS took the conservative 
approach by removing units from the base case that have announce retirement 
within or before the study year and will not be needed for reliability or is 
inoperable for the upcoming year.  A unit will not be removed if a NYISO 
reliability analysis has not been completed or if the unit is needed for reliability.  

 
As the title of Appendix D states, "Procedure for Aligning the Base Case IRM 
to the Final IRM in Preparation for the Locational Capacity Requirements 
Study by the NYISO," the NYISO, at the direction of the ICS, will conform the 
database to produce the IRM  and LOLE approved by the EC as the 
requirement for the upcoming year.  Once database is aligned, the NYISO will 
then begin their development of the LCR. 

 
In addition to these additions, there are proposed revisions in the body of Policy 5. 
 



ICS will be seeking EC approval of the above Policy 5 revisions at the June 8 EC 
meeting. 
 
SCR Study Report 
 
NYISO completed its report last month.  ICS asked the NYISO this month to provide 
input as to the amount of d-rate to apply to SCR ICAP values.  NYISO will present their 
findings in time for the final base case assumptions lockdown. 
  
Next meeting June 12, 2012 at 2 p.m. at the NYISO 


